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LED lights illuminate houses and outdoors and make the ambience look bright and welcoming. To
make garden or lawn look attractive outdoor led wall lights of different designs can be used. These
conserve energy when compared to ordinary lights. To keep outdoor areas bright wall sconces are a
good option as they help in creating a warm glow that goes well with any kind of decor. Recessed
lights also called downlights are light fixtures that are installed into hollow openings in ceilings.
People can have all kinds of options for outdoor lights ranging from crystal designs to simple iron
frames and fixtures.  The beauty of these light fixtures is that they give appearance of light shining
from a hole in the ceiling. The downlight has two parts comprising trim and housing. Trim is only
visible portion of the light. Looking into the fixture will reveal only the insert including thin lining
around light edge. Housing comprises the fixture installed inside ceiling containing the lamp holder.

Downlights and Applications

For bringing sophistication to homes and kitchens downlights give a seamless look. In these options
for energy saving LED and fluorescent lights are suitable. Ivan Krilin developed recessed lighting in
early 1930â€™s which has slowly developed into a world renowned technology. Houses are specifically
designed to accommodate downlights by remodeling their ceiling with insulation and creating
accessibility for light fixtures. Some lighting fixture companies make luminaires which can be
recessing into ceiling with or without thermal insulation for safety purposes. LED downlight
apparatus consists of an LED downlight retrofit unit, replacement lamp, LED luminaire and an LED
Module. These lights are used for lighting up commercial buildings exteriors by fixing outdoor led
wall lights to reduce energy bills. Since these lights give concentrated light in dark areas the system
deters thieves and burglars. For securing long operational life of LED lights owners must protect
them from wind and water hence outdoor fixtures must be embedded it inaccessible spaces to
reduce regular replacements. These LED lights are therefore used in wall scones for lighting up
open spaces like outdoor gardens, parks, and indoor swimming pool areas for protection and safety.
Presently outdoor LED lighting are being used in streetlamps and traffic signs for saving energy.
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